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Conversation

(Image courtesy of www.businessesgrow.com)
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The Model
What can we do with this model?
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How Does It Work?
Active Appearance Models

s̃ = s0 + ssps ã = a0 + aapa

(Cootes et al., 2001)
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Avatar Intervention #2:
What did we see?

I Mixed-model regression, grouped by participant, show:
I Men move less
I Everyone moves less if talking to a man

(but not to a male avatar)
I If I move less, you move more (Over any minute span)
I What matters to how you move is not who you

THINK you’re talking to, but how the other person
moves.
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Avatar Intervention #2: Dynamic Manipulation

I So we changed static identity
I Can we modify dynamics?

I Can we modify dynamics?
I Well, Kinda.

(Boker et al., 2009)
Brick & Boker PSU
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Avatar Intervention #3: Dynamic Manipulation
Perturbing the system

I Using RMS vertical and horizontal head velocity
(captured by motion-tracking)

I Mixed-model regression, grouped by participant, show:
I If I move less, you move more (Over any minute span)
I But if one of us is damped, we BOTH move more

I What about changing between emotions?

(Boker, et. al., 2009b))
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A↵ective Spaces
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Figure 2. Direct circular scaling coordinates for 28 affect words.

Figure 2 shows that all 28 terms fell mean-
ingfully along the circle. Beginning with
happy at 7.8°, we can see that increases in
angle at this point in the circle correspond to
the increases in arousal and slight decreases
in pleasure. The next word, delighted (24.9°),
involves pleasure with some arousal. Excited
fell at 48.6° and involves more arousal.
Further on, even more arousal but less plea-
sure is seen in astonished (69.8°) and finally
aroused (73.8°). Beyond 90° further increases
in the angle begin to involve displeasure and
less arousal: tense (92.8°), alarmed (96.5°),
and so on. The angle 180° should correspond
to maximum displeasure, and further in-
creases in angle correspond to falling arousal
with less displeasure: from miserable
(188.7°), sad (207.5°), through to droopy
(256.6°) and tired (267.7°) . The angle 270°
should correspond to minimum arousal and
neutrality on pleasure-displeasure, and the
term sleepy fell at 271.9°. Further increases
in angle involve increases both in pleasure
and arousal, moving from sleepy through
calm (316.2°), serene (328.6°), to pleased
(353.2°), at which point we are again close
to happy (7.8° =367.8°).

Figure 2 thus supports the three major
hypotheses stated earlier about the cognitive
structure for affect. Affective space is bipolar,
with antonyms falling approximately 180°
apart. The horizontal and vertical axes are
easily interpretable as the proposed pleasure-
displeasure and degree of arousal dimensions.
And affective space lacks "simple structure."
Rather than clusters of synonyms falling near
the axes, terms spread out more or less con-
tinuously around the perimeter of the space.

Multidimensional Scaling of Terms

Method

Subjects. Subjects were 34 University of British
Columbia undergraduates of both sexes paid to
participate in the study. There was some worry that
the results of the previous scaling were influenced
by material learned in psychology courses, and
therefore subjects who had never enrolled in a psy-
chology course were recruited for this study.

Procedure. Each subject was given the set of 28
emotion terms, with each word printed on a sepa-
rate card, and asked to sort the cards into 4, 7, 10,
and 13 groups in successive trials. Instructions were
to group together emotional states that were more
similar.

Emotion Dimensions
(e.g., Russell, 1980; Fontaine, et. al., 2007)

Discrete

Sample pictures for neutral and each of the six basic and 15
compound emotions are shown in Fig. 1. Images were only ac-
cepted when the experimenter obtained fully recognizable ex-
pressions. Nonetheless, all images were subsequently evaluated
by the research team. Subjects who had one or more incorrectly
expressed emotions were discarded. The images of 230 subjects
passed this evaluation (see Materials and Methods).

Action Units Analysis. In their seminal work, Ekman and Friesen
(12) defined a coding system that makes for a clear, compact
representation of the muscle activation of a facial expression.
Their Facial Action Coding System (FACS) is given by a set of
action units (AUs). Each AU codes the fundamental actions
of individual or groups of muscles typically seen while pro-
ducing facial expressions of emotion. For example, AU 4 defines
the contraction of two muscles resulting in the lowering of the
eyebrows (with the emphasis being in the inner section). This
AU is typically observed in expressions of sadness, fear, and
anger (7).
We FACS coded all of the images in our database. The con-

sistently active AUs, present in more than 70% of the subjects in
each of the emotion categories, are shown in Table 1. Typical
intersubject variabilities are given in brackets; these correspond
to AUs seen in some but not all individuals, with the percentages
next to them representing the proportion of subjects that use this
AU when expressing this emotion.
As expected, the AU analysis of the six basic emotions in our

database is consistent with that given in ref. 12. The only small
difference is in some of the observed intersubject variability

given in parentheses—i.e., AUs that some but not all subjects
used when expressing one of the basic emotion categories; this is
to be expected because our database incorporates a much larger
set of subjects than the one in ref. 12. Also, all of the subjects we
have FACS coded showed their teeth when expressing happiness
(AU 25), and this was not the case in ref. 12. Moreover, only half
of our subjects used AU 6 (cheek raiser) when expressing sad-
ness, which suggests a small relevance of this AU as other studies
have previously suggested (13–15). Similarly, most of our sub-
jects did not include AU 27 (mouth stretch) in fear, which seems
to be active only when this expression is exaggerated.
Table 1 also lists the AUs for each of the compound emotion

categories. Note that the AUs of the subordinate categories are
used to form the compound category unless there is a conflict.
For example, lip presser (AU 24) may be used to express disgust
while lips part (AU 25) is used in joy. When producing the facial
expression of happily disgusted, it is impossible to keep both. In
this case, AU 24 is dropped. Fig. 2 shows this and five other
examples (further illustrated in Table 1). The underlined AUs of
a compound emotion are present in both of their subordinate
categories. An asterisk indicates the AU does not occur in either
of the basic categories and is, hence, novel to the compound
emotion. We did not find any such AU consistently used by most
subjects; nevertheless, a few subjects did incorporate them, e.g.,
AU 25 (lips part) in sadly disgusted. Additional examples are
given in Fig. S1, where we include a figure with the subordinate
relations for the nine remaining compound facial expressions
of emotion.
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Fig. 1. Sample images of the 22 categories in the database: (A) neutral, (B) happy, (C) sad, (D) fearful, (E) angry, (F) surprised, (G) disgusted, (H) happily
surprised, (I) happily disgusted, (J) sadly fearful, (K) sadly angry, (L) sadly surprised, (M) sadly disgusted, (N) fearfully angry, (O) fearfully surprised, (P) fearfully
disgusted, (Q) angrily surprised, (R) angrily disgusted, (S) disgustedly surprised, (T) appalled, (U) hatred, and (V) awed.
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Fig. 1. Sample images of the 22 categories in the database: (A) neutral, (B) happy, (C) sad, (D) fearful, (E) angry, (F) surprised, (G) disgusted, (H) happily
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“Big 6” Emotions
(e.g., Ekman, 1974; Du, Tao & Martinez, 2014)
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A↵ective Ratings

I 48 5-second clips from natural videoconference
I 120 participants, 30 emotion words, 9 element rating scale

Contentment

1 - Not appropriate at all
2 - Mostly not appropriate

...Brick & Boker PSU
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Interesting Items About Emotion

1. 8-factor space
I Joy, Anger, Shame, Disguise, Sadness, Calm, Anxiety,

Interest

2. An “interest” factor
I Surprise
I Interest
I Compassion

3. 47 out of 48 clips: significantly non-zero on more than
one factor

I 33 out of 48 clips: more than three emotions
I Unclear whether this is concurrent or consecutive

4. Still working on the real-time mapping into this space
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Avatar Intervention #3: Making Faces
But not at people

I Recorded AAM Data
I Recurrent Neural Network

1. Input: Last 8 shape
parameters from both
participants plus sound
level in that booth

2. Output: Shape of RA in
next frame

I Anecdotal results:
about 30% fooled
(without audio)

SOUND
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Participant video

(identical and unaltered)

Research Assistant Video

(One simulated, one unaltered)
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Avatar Intervention #4: Decomposing movements

Original Signal

Micromovement (Blink) Speech Movement

Affective Expression
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Avatar Intervention #4: Decomposing movements
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Open Questions

I What else to do with the data
I New analyses?

I How best to model interactive a↵ect?
I New generative models?
I Time-series prediction & modification?

I How to tackle the multiscale problem?
I Generative, interactive multilevel models?
I How to handle speech?

I What if we want to manipulate timing?
I Dynamic time warping?

Thank You.
Timothy Brick <tbrick@psu.edu>
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